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RECOMMENDATION

Staff Recommends That The City Council

(1) Receive An Informational Report On The City’s Shared Mobility Initiatives;
(2) Adopt An Ordinance Amending Title 10 And Title 12.08 Of The Oakland Municipal 

Code To Establish Regulations And New Permits To Operate And Park Dockless 
Bike And Scooter Sharing Programs In The Public Right Of Way; And

(3) Adopt An Ordinance Amending Ordinance Number XXXXX (Fiscal Year 2018-2019 
Master Fee Schedule) Establishing Fees For The New Dockless Bike And Scooter 
Share Permits.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Several shared mobility services now operate in Oakland, including bike share, car share and 
scooter share. Thousands of Oaklanders have signed up for these membership-based services 
enabled by smartphone applications, taking hundreds of thousands of trips. These services help 
to achieve City goals by reducing single occupant vehicle trips, greenhouse gas emissions, and 
wear and tear on the roadway, all without public subsidy. This report provides information on 
these shared mobility initiatives and recommends that the City Council adopt policies and 
ordinances to provide a regulatory framework for dockless bike and scooter share operations.

Highlights of the informational report include: America Automobile Association (AAA) launched a 
one-way, free-floating car share program with 250 permitted vehicles in April 2017 and doubled 
the size of the fleet in January 2018 in response to better-than-expected membership and 
usage; community outreach for the regional “Ford GoBike” bike share system included nine 
dedicated community planning meetings held across the City, an online suggestion map and 
direct in-person outreach to nearby residents, businesses and community groups; a total of 62 
metered parking spaces have been repurposed for bike share stations in the right-of-way, with 
the overall impact on meter revenues expected to be minimal as staff works to relocate affected 
meters to nearby spaces.

Dockless bikes and scooters are a new option that may offer similar benefits to existing shared 
mobility services. Approval of the recommended ordinances will establish a dockless bike and
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scooter share program, allowing staff to issue Minor Encroachment Permits for dockless bikes 
and scooters, including electric bikes and scooters, subject to criteria regarding parking, safety, 
quality of equipment, public outreach, equity, data privacy, noise and other factors, in addition to 
standard requirements for insurance and indemnification.

BACKGROUND/LEG1SLATIVE HISTORY

In April 2001 City Council approved Resolution No. 76606 C.M.S. to allow City CarShare to 
provide car sharing services in the City of Oakland.

In March 2015 City Council approved Resolution No. 85459 C.M.S. adopting a Car Share Policy 
and amended the Oakland Municipal Code 13184 Master Fee Schedule to include permits for 
eligible car sharing organizations.

In July 2015 City Council approved Resolution No. 85715 C.M.S. adopting a Bike Sharing Policy 
and authorizing the City Administrator to negotiate and enter into an Intergovernmental 
Agreement with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC).

In February 2016 City Council adopted Ordinance No. 13355 C.M.S. granting a Franchise 
Agreement to Bay Area Motivate, LLC (Motivate) to operate a bike share program.

ANALYSIS AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES

This section opens with an update on Oakland’s various shared mobility initiatives, including 
details about the fiscal impact of the recently launched bike share program, and ends by 
introducing the newest form of shared mobility, dockless bike and scooter share.

Shared Mobility Initiatives Update
Transportation options in Oakland and around the country have evolved rapidly over the past 
few years with a growing variety of services using mobile phone applications that connect 
passengers with on-demand services such as shared rides, cars, vans, scooters and bikes. 
Known as “shared mobility” services, they are often owned and operated by private, for-profit 
entities, and generally do not require public funding or subsidy, other than use of the right-of- 
way. Shared mobility services present both opportunities and challenges for achieving the City’s 
goals and ensuring the safe and efficient movement of people and goods in Oakland. Several 
shared mobility programs are permitted to operate within the City, including dedicated-space car 
share (such as ZipCar), station-based bike share (such as Ford GoBike) and free-floating car 
share (such as GIG Car Share). Additional shared mobility services operate without regulated 
permits from the City, such as ride sharing services Uber and Lyft, and electric scooter sharing 
service Lime-S. Ride sharing is regulated by the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) 
and is not covered by this report. Scooter sharing is not regulated by the CPUC and is the 
subject of the proposed permit program.

Dedicated Space Car Share
Car share operators often enter into agreements with owners of private property such as gas 
stations or shopping centers to reserve and sign parking spaces for car share vehicles.
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Oakland’s Dedicated Space Car Share initiative entitles a permitted car share vehicle exclusive 
parking privileges for a dedicated space in the right of way. Only members of a qualified car 
share organization can lawfully park the permitted car share vehicle in a dedicated space. To 
date, four car share operators have submitted “Qualified Car Share Operator” applications and 
indicated that they may apply for as many as sixty dedicated spaces. While no spaces have 
been commissioned at this time, staff expects operators to take advantage of this program later 
this summer or early fall.

Free Floating Car Share
In April 2017 GIG Car Share initiated the Bay Area's first free-floating car share service in 
Oakland and Berkeley, with an initial launch of 250 vehicles. Gig purchased the City’s combined 
Free Floating Zone Parking Permit (FFZPP) and Master Residential Parking Permit (MRPP), 
which waives parking duration time limits in signed areas.

After better than expected usage, GIG Car Share doubled its fleet from 250 vehicles to 500 
vehicles in early 2018. The “home zone” or service area in which GIG users can begin and end 
vehicle reservations, simultaneously expanded to include the neighborhoods of Highland Park, 
Glenview, Highland Terrace, San Antonio and Fruitvale. Over 5,000 Oaklanders have signed up 
to be GIG members and through May 2018 members have taken over 26,000 trips originating in 
Oakland.

Research demonstrates that car sharing creates a variety of environmental benefits, including 
lower private vehicle ownership rates, increased rates of walking and biking, and decreased 
greenhouse gas emissions1. By allowing members the flexibility to shed existing vehicles or 
avoid purchasing new vehicles, every car share vehicle removes 9-13 privately owned vehicles 
from the road2.

To assess the impacts of Oakland’s car share program on personal vehicle ownership and 
travel behavior, the City has contracted with the Transportation Sustainability Research Center 
at UC Berkeley to conduct a statistically valid survey of car share users in Oakland. This survey 
is underway, with initial results expected to be released in 2019.

Bike Share
In July 2017 the Ford GoBike program began operation in Oakland, Berkeley, Emeryville, San 
Francisco and San Jose. All 79 planned Ford GoBike stations in Oakland were installed by April 
2018. Over 1,400 Oaklanders have signed up as members, and over 175,000 trips have been 
taken on the system. According to a Ford GoBike member survey, an estimated 30% of those 
trips would have been taken by car if bike share did not exist. About one fifth (18%) of Oakland’s 
bike share members receive a discounted $5 first-year membership through the “Bike Share For 
All” program. This program is available to anyone that participates in the CalFresh, PG&E 
California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) or San Francisco’s MUNI Lifeline pass.

1 Elliot Martin and Susan Shaheen "The Impact of Carsharing on Public Transit and Non-Motorized Travel: An 
Exploration of North American Carsharing Survey Data" Energies, Basel, Switzerland, Nov 2011; Elliot Martin and 
Susan A Shaheen "Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts of Carsharing in North America" IEEE Transactions on 
Intelligent Transportation Systems, Vol 12, No 4, December 2011
2 Elliot Martin and Susan Shaheen "The Impact of Carsharing on Household Vehicle Ownership" Access, 38 Spring 
2011 22-27
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In April 2018 Ford GoBike added electric assist bikes (E-bikes) to its fleet in San Francisco. 
These E-bikes are equipped with an electric battery to aid the rider’s pedaling, which can be 
particularly beneficial for trips with elevation gain and for riders who have difficulty pedaling. The 
E-bikes have seen an average of 7.8 trips per bike per day since launch, more than double the 
usage of the non-electrified bikes.

In January 2018, the Department of Transportation (DOT) notified Ford GoBike of its intention to 
develop an E-bike program, thereby triggering a 90-day exclusive negotiating period consistent 
with the Franchise Agreement. This exclusive negotiating period ended in April, with DOT staff 
and Ford GoBike unable to come to agreement on the terms of an E-bike program. Per the 
Regional Bike Share Coordination Agreement, the City must offer Ford GoBike the opportunity 
to respond to any future solicitations regarding E-bikes.

Bike Share Outreach Process and Dispute Resolution
Oakland’s bike share stations have been sited based on careful engineering analysis, Oakland’s 
Bike Share Planning and Siting Guidelines (see Attachment A), and community outreach. The 
community outreach for bike share in Oakland began with nine dedicated community planning 
meetings held between February and October of 2016 at locations throughout the planned bike 
share service area, including West Oakland, North Oakland, Chinatown, Rockridge, Grand 
Lake, Temescal and Fruitvale. Participants in these public workshops helped select potential 
locations for individual stations. Ford GoBike also used an online crowdsourcing tool to collect 
public suggestions for station locations. After individual station locations were identified, staff 
from Ford GoBike were responsible for completing additional outreach to businesses or 
residents that share frontage with the location, as well as nearby businesses, residents and 
merchant groups. For each proposed site, Ford GoBike staff conducted door-to-door outreach.
If someone was not home, materials were left at the door step and the outreach team followed 
up in person, by phone, or by email.

While such efforts were made to notify and engage neighbors of proposed bike share station 
locations, DOT staff received requests to remove or relocate 14 bike share stations after 
installation. The primary reasons for these requests included impacts on parking and loading, 
and a perceived lack of notification or incompatibility with residential land use. To objectively 
evaluate these requests in a way that meets Citywide goals and maintains fairness to bike share 
users, staff amended the Bike Share Station Planning and Siting Guidelines to include criteria 
for assessing public requests to relocate bike share stations (again, see Attachment A).

Fiscal Impacts of Bike Share Program
Oakland’s bike share system is owned and operated by Bay Area Motivate L.L.C., now 
operating as Ford GoBike, at no cost to the City. The regional Coordination Agreement that 
governs the bike share system does not specify any exchange of funds between the City of 
Oakland and Ford GoBike, except for City staff time reimbursement for permit review, fees for 
specific services (such as moving a bike share station) and potential revenue sharing and 
liquidated damages. The Oakland Municipal Code lists a permit fee of $1,781.00 for “New Bike 
Share Station Encroachment”. The total fee for all 79 stations is $140,600.00. The City of 
Oakland received a $660,616.00 grant from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(BAAQMD)’s Transportation Fund for Clean Air to fund these permit fees and other staff costs 
associated with the bike share program.
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The publicly-funded precursor to the Ford GoBike program, known as Bay Area Bike Share, 
was funded by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission and local agencies at a cost of approximately $7 million over four 
years. The Bay Area Bike Share program included 700 bikes at 70 stations, making it 
approximately the same size as Oakland’s current system. The City’s privately funded system 
therefore represents a significant cost savings over a publicly funded model.

Bike Share Parking Impacts
The Ordinance creating the Bike Sharing Franchise Agreement (No. 13355 C.M.S) states “given 
that sidewalks in Oakland are generally narrow and have an abundance of existing street 
furniture and fixtures, wherever feasible, stations will be located in the parking lane, similar to 
parklets and on-street bicycle parking corrals”. Of the 79 bike share stations in Oakland, 16 
(20%) are located on sidewalks or in parks, 42 (53%) are in un-metered curb space and 21 
(27%) are in metered curb space. The 21 stations in metered curb space hold approximately 
250 bikes, and repurpose 62 metered parking spaces. Those 62 parking meters generated 
approximately $87,000 of revenue during Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17. However, the total impact 
of bike share on meter revenues is uncertain, as demand for vehicle parking at these locations 
is not necessarily ‘lost’, but rather redistributed - valuable curb space being better utilized and 
instead of parking on street at a particular metered stall, drivers may choose to park at a nearby 
meter, off street in garages or lots, or choose another option altogether, like transit, car share, or 
bike share.

The City’s total on-street parking meter revenue in FY 2017-18 experienced a slight drop, but is 
within a normal range of deviation from previous years (see Table 1 on page 5). In addition, on
street parking revenue has increased by 50% since FY 2013-14, indicating that the bike share 
program has not had a significant impact on overall parking revenues during its first year in 
operation. Staff identified a total of 80 nearby locations for new parking meters during the bike 
share station siting process. Once installed, these new meters are projected to offset future 
parking meter revenue losses from the bike share program.

Table 1. Total On-street Parking Revenue, FY 2013-14 to FY 2017-18

Fiscal year Total on-street parking 
revenues

% Change year over year

$9,820,0252013-14
$14,590,7982014-15 48.6%
$15,215,0562015-16 4.3%
$14,797,8032016-17 -2.7%
$14,735,747*2017-18 -.4%

*11 months of revenue data was annualized to estimate a full year

Dockless Bike and Scooter Share Services
This section introduces the newest form of shared mobility, dockless bike and electric-bike (E- 
bikes) share and scooter and electric-scooter (E-scooter) share, and describes the objectives of 
a recommended regulated permit process for these vehicles, including implementation steps,
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public outreach and other requirements. “Dockless” means that users of these vehicles are not 
required to return them to docking stations.

Shared dockless bikes and E-bikes may be locked to a fixed object, such as a bike rack, or 
simply kept in place by a self-locking mechanism. Shared dockless bikes are typically located 
and unlocked by the user via a mobile phone application, which also charges the user’s credit 
card a per-trip, or per-minute fee. Dockless E-bikes are shared bicycles that include a battery 
and small electric motor which provides pedaling assistance to riders, allowing them to more 
easily travel longer distances or up steep hills.

Dockless E-scooters are electric-powered scooters which operate in a very similar manner to 
dockless E-bikes. These E-scooters are available within the public right-of-way for users to 
unlock and ride. They are typically accessed via a mobile application, which also charges the 
user’s credit card a per-mile or per-minute fee.

In February 2018 representatives from LimeBike contacted staff and inquired about operating 
an E-scooter service in Oakland. Staff researched existing permit programs and responded that 
Oakland did not have a permit process for these services in place at that time. Staff advised 
LimeBike to apply for a business license and comply with all other relevant rules and regulations 
governing businesses operating in Oakland, including provisions concerning illegal dumping and 
obstructing the pedestrian right of way. In March 2018, LimeBike launched an E-scooter service 
in Oakland with about 40 scooters. According to representatives from LimeBike, each scooter 
has been used more than five times per day.

Dockless bike and scooter sharing services have the potential to help achieve Citywide 
transportation goals by further reducing the need for vehicle ownership, reducing single 
occupant vehicle trips and increasing “first-and-last-mile” connections to transit. By reducing 
single-occupant vehicle trips, these services would also reduce congestion and wear and tear 
on our streets. E-bikes and E-scooters emit no air pollution or greenhouse gases during 
operation. However, these services may also create new problems, including obstructing the 
pedestrian right-of-way. Active management is therefore needed to ensure that dockless bikes 
and scooters help to achieve City goals.

The Ordinances accompanying this report, if adopted, would amend Title 10 and Title 12.08 of 
the Oakland Municipal Code to establish a new permit for dockless bike and scooter sharing 
services, and provide criteria regarding parking, safety, quality of equipment, public outreach, 
equity, data privacy, noise levels and other factors, in addition to standard requirements for 
insurance and indemnification.

To support this initiative, staff is also recommending changes to the Oakland Municipal Code 
that would create fees for related services and permits. Staff conducted a Peer-City survey (see 
Table 2 below) and compared the costs and fees associated with existing programs in the City. 
The proposed fees are designed to recover all costs related to the program (see Exhibit A to 
the accompanying Ordinance).
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Table 2. Peer-City Survey of Fees for Dockless Bike and/or E-Scooter Permits and Services

City Per Performance
(surety)
bond

Application Annual
renewal

Total fees 
first year 
(1,500 
vehicles)

vehicle fee
fee fee

$30 $100/unitAustin $45,000

$25,000 $15,702San
Francisco

$13,219 $15,702

$10 $500St. Louis $15,500

$15 $80/bike, 
max $10,000

$1,672Seattle $146 $24,172

Staff is also recommending a robust community engagement process, including public 
workshops where applicants co-plan the system with the community and a public forum for 
applications to pitch their proposals directly to Oakland citizens. The recommended policy would 
require pre-approval public outreach plans, including a full list of presentations, activities and 
events.

PUBLIC OUTREACH/INTEREST

This item did not require additional public outreach other than the required posting on the City’s 
website.

COORDINATION

Staff coordinated with the City’s Risk Manager and Benefits Office, as well as the Office of the 
City Attorney and the Budget Bureau in the preparation of this report. The informational report 
was prepared in response to a request from the Office of Councilmember Lynette Gibson- 
McElhaney. The ordinance was developed through a joint effort with the Offices of 
Councilmembers Rebecca Kaplan and Noel Gallo.

COST SUMMARY/!IMPLICATIONS

The proposed program for Dockless Bikes and Scooters is designed to be revenue neutral. A 
fee study has been conducted to determine the cost of City staff time and equipment related to 
administering the permit and installing any necessary infrastructure, such as bike racks. The 
permit, confiscation and storage fees are intended to recover all costs related to the program.
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SUSTAINABLE OPPORTUNITIES

Economic: By increasing access to transportation options, shared mobility services have the 
potential to reduce the costs of living and working in Oakland and increasing access to jobs and 
other economic opportunities. This report and the proposed permit program support these 
economic objectives.

Environmental: Shared mobility initiatives have the potential to reduce dependence of private 
vehicle ownership and usage, supporting use of transit and active transportation and reducing 
congestion and single occupancy vehicle trips that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. 
This report and the proposed permit program support these environmental objectives.

Social Equity. By entering agreements with and providing guidelines and permits to shared 
mobility service operators, staff can establish equity objectives that help ensure services are 
available, affordable and accessible to all Oaklanders. This report and the proposed permit 
program support these equity objectives.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT. (CEQA1

This report is exempt from the environmental analysis requirements of CEQA under CEQA 
Guidelines section 15061(b)(3) (Common Sense Exemption) because no actions impacting the 
environment will result from its consideration.

ACTION REQUESTED OF THE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

Staff Recommends That The City Council (1) Receive An Informational Report on the City’s 
Shared Mobility Initiatives, (2) Adopt An Ordinance Amending Title 10 And Title 12.08 Of The 
Oakland Municipal Code To Establish Regulations And New Permits To Operate And Park 
Dockless Bike And Scooter Sharing Programs In The Public Right Of Way; And (3) Adopt An 
Ordinance Amending Ordinance Number XXXXX (Fiscal Year 2018-2019 Master Fee Schedule) 
Establishing Fees For The New Dockless Bike and Scooter Share Permits.
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For questions regarding this report, please contact Kerby Olsen, Shared Mobility Coordinator, at 
kolsen@oaklandca.aov or (510) 238-2173.

Respectfully submitted,

Ryan Russo
Director, Department of Transportation

Reviewed by:
Wladimir Wlassowsky, Assistant Director 
Department of Transportation

Reviewed by:
Michael Ford, Manager
Acting Manager
Parking and Mobility Division

Prepared by:
Kerby Olsen, Shared Mobility Coordinator 
Parking and Mobility Division

Attachments (1):

A. Bike Share Planning and Siting Criteria
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This document contains required and recommended criteria for placing bike share stations in Oakland, and is consistent 
with national and statewide standards and local policies. These guidelines are subject to planning and engineering 
judgment on a case-by-case basis.

The document is organized into the following sections:

• Guiding Principles for a successful bike share program.
• Planning Criteria and general requirements for the bike share system.
• Siting Criteria for all stations including requirements for on-street locations, sidewalk locations, stations on 

parks or plazas, and stations on private property.
• Site Improvements to create safer access to bike share stations.
• Criteria for evaluating station move requests

Guiding Principles
1. Prioritize safety, system use, and operational efficiency.
2. Prioritize integration with existing bike infrastructure.
3. Prioritize integration with public transit.
4. Wherever possible, avoid removing on-street metered parking.

Planning Criteria
1. All stations shall be located within the current System Area, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the City.
2. City Of Oakland shall approve all station sites.
3. 20% of total stations should be in MTC defined Communities of Concern, specifically in East and West Oakland. 

East Oakland is defined as areas east of 4th Ave. West Oakland is defined as areas west of Highway 980.
4. Stations must:

a. Have 13 or more docks; and
b. Be accessible to the public 24 hours per day, 365 days per year; and
c. Have a 24 hour per day point of payment terminal or 24 hour payment location associated with the Station 

within 200 feet of the Station.
d. The Dock to Bicycle ratio shall be at least 1.7:1.

Siting Criteria
City staff reserves the discretion to amend the siting criteria on a case-by-case basis, including based on safety, 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic volumes, system function and street geometry. Throughout the term, the bike share 
system operator and equipment owner (vendor) shall adhere to the following siting criteria:

1. City staff will work with the vendor to select Station locations based on maximizing rider usage while 
maintaining the requirements outlined in the Planning Criteria.

2. Stations shall be sited in locations that ensure maximum visibility and safety and that provide unrestricted public 
access.

3. Avoid locating stations in areas that will create conflicts with driveways, hydrants, and other features that 
require regular or emergency access. City staff will consult on Fire lanes on a case-by-case basis.

4. Avoid orienting stations in such a way that they create conflicts or encourage disruptive bicycling behavior, such 
as sidewalk riding or riding into driveways.

5. Sites should not interfere with existing pedestrian travel patterns and where possible should be placed in line 
with other street furniture.

1
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6. Given that sidewalks in Oakland generally narrow and have an abundance of existing street furniture and 
fixtures, wherever feasible, bike share stations should be located in the parking lane, similar to parklets and on
street bicycle parking corrals.

7. Where possible, site stations so that they may be serviced and rebalanced easily and without disrupting traffic; 
alternatively, identify areas that could be designated as rebalancing "loading zones" for a particular area.

8. In connection with the installation, operation, and maintenance of the equipment, the vendor shall minimize the 
extent to which the use of the streets or other property of the City is disrupted.

9. Whenever possible, station plates shall not cover or in any way obstruct any utility access points, drains, or any 
kind of ground access point.

Station Details
Bike Share stations are battery powered, solar charged, modular, secured by their own weight, require no 
excavation/anchoring, and will each have one (1) point of sale (pay) kiosk and bike share map with a sponsorship 
panel. Each station will have anywhere from 8-48 docks and should be placed on a level surface. All stations are 
composed of at least two, 4 - dock modular plates that are each 9'-10" in length (see Table 1). For reference, one 
plate hosts 4 docks. Each dock can host one bike as well as a point of sale kiosk (see Figure 6).

Table 1. Bike Share Station Configurations
Parallel Parking 
Spaces Required2Bike Capacity1Docks AvailableNumber of Plates Total Length (ft)

19'-8"2 8 7 1
29'-6"3 12 11 2
39'-4"4 16 15 2
49'-2"5 20 19 3
59'-0"6 24 23 3
68'-10"7 28 427
78'-8"8 32 431
88'-6"9 36 535

On-Street Sites

Visibility at Intersections

In all cases, bike share station placement must maintain sight lines for safe pedestrian passage. In general, the 
following guidelines apply:

1. At signalized intersections, the bike share station must be located at least 3'-0" from the end of the 
marked crosswalk. At stop-controlled intersections, the bike share station may be located 3'-0" away 
from the end of the marked crosswalk, (see Figure 2)

2. In the unlikely event that a stop bar but not a crosswalk is present, the bike share station should be 
located 3'-0" away from the stop bar.

3. Stations at corners have the benefit of creating de facto curb extensions, shortening the street crossing 
distance for pedestrians, and improving sight lines for motorists turning into traffic from side streets.

1 Bike Capacity is equal to Docks Available minus one dock for use of payment kiosk.
2 City of Oakland Municipal Code, 17.16.200 - Parking Space Dimensions. For parallel parking, a regular parking space shall be not less than twenty-two (22) feet long 
and eight (8) feet wide.
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4. Advertisement panels should be placed at the end of the station furthest from the intersection to 
improve visibility of the intersection.

5. Stations may be placed at T intersections where deemed safe (see Figure 3).

Near Parking
1. Stations are not permissible in peak hour clearance parking lanes.
2. Where stations are to be accessed from the sidewalk, the station area must be at least 7'-6" wide and 

have a sufficiently low curb to allow bikes to be pulled out of the dock. Four feet of clearance must be 
maintained at each end of the station to allow riders to enter and exit the station.

3. The bike share station is placed so that it does not exceed the width of the parking lane.
4. Stations shall not conflict with traffic lanes or lanes that become traffic lanes at certain time zones.
5. Stations in "No Parking", "No Standing", and "No Stopping" zones are permitted on a case-by-case basis.

Curb Zones
1. The bike share station must maintain a 6" minimum drainage channel between the curb face and the 

edge of the station plate.
2. Bike sharing stations shall not be placed in blue zones or in the space required to access the blue zone.
3. Bike Share stations may be installed in existing red curb zones, (where deemed safe) and may replace 

metered or unmetered parking stalls on a case-by-case basis.
4. Bike Share stations may be installed in commercial vehicle loading zones (yellow zones) or motorcycle 

parking if there are appropriate adjacent locations for these zones to be relocated or where there is 
little to no demand for the existing zones.

5. Bike sharing stations may be installed in passenger loading zones (white zones) and time limited parking 
(green zones) if the business that originally requested the white and/or green zone agrees to re-purpose 
that curb area for bike share use or agrees to use other alternative white and/or green zone in the area. 
Such reallocation shall be a part of the permit and the responsibility of the vendor.

Near Public Transportation
1. Bike share stations will not be located in bus zones and cannot replace bus zones.
2. Bike share stations can be placed no closer than the first parking space adjacent to a bus zone. If bus 

zones and adjacent parking spaces are not marked, placement must be at least 60' away from the bus 
stop sign for standard bus routes and 90' away from the bus stop sign for articulated bus routes (see 
Figure 4).

Table 2. On-Street Siting Clearances
Minimum 
Clearance (ft)Object

In- Ground Utilities, utility covers, sewer holes 3
Inlet Drain 25
Driveway or wheelchair ramp 3
Adjacent to curb (on street) .5
Crosswalk, both controlled and uncontrolled. 3
Low Pressure Fire Hydrant 6
High Pressure Fire Hydrant 7.5
Bus Zones (regular bus) 60
Bus Zones (articulated bus) 90
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Sidewalk Sites

Visibility at Intersections

In all cases, bike share station placement must maintain sight lines for safe pedestrian passage.
1. Advertisement panels should be placed at the end of the station furthest from the intersection to 

improve visibility of the intersection.

Placement

1. Whenever possible, a station shall not be installed on a sidewalk narrower than 16'-0".
2. Orientation of the stations should be parallel to the street.
3. Bike share stations shall be a minimum of 12" away from the curb on sidewalk sites.
4. The pedestrian through zone adjacent to the bike share stations should be 6'-0" minimum.
5. A minimum of 6'-0" clearance shall be provided between the station end and an adjacent bus shelter.
6. A minimum of 3'-0" clearance shall be provided for pedestrian pass through between one of the station 

ends and any permanently affixed element or tree well.
7. Stations may be installed on medians provided that there is sufficient clearance to allow for the public to 

safely access the Station.
8. Stations shall not interfere with existing pedestrian travel patterns. Whenever possible, Stations shall be 

aligned with bus shelters, bike shelters, automatic public toilets, news racks, benches, trees and tree 
pits, or other amenities, unless existing pedestrian travel patterns suggest alternate locations.
Placement of street furniture should provide a minimum clear pedestrian zone of 3’-0" between any 
obstruction (poles, walls, columns etc.), (see Figure 1)

9. Stations shall not be placed:
a. Less tha n 5 feet of fi re hyd ra nts;
b. Less than 15 feet in front of the opening of the subway stairs or subway elevators;
c. Less than 15 feet of a bus stop shelter entrance; or
d. Less than 5 feet of the main entrance of a major building.

Table 3. Sidewalk Siting Clearances
Minimum 
Clearance (ft.)Object

Pedestrian Zone 6
In- Ground Utilities, utility covers, sewer holes. 3
Driveway or wheelchair ramp. 3
Adjacent to curb (on sidewalk) 1
Fire Hydrant 5
Opening of the subway stairs or subway elevators 15
Bus shelter entrance 6
Main entrance of a major building 5
Tree well and Public Furniture 3
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Figure 1. Sidewalk Zones

Parks, Plaza's, and other City Property

Sites may be permitted in City-owned parks and on other City-owned properties, including 
pedestrianized spaces, at the sole discretion of the City. Appropriateness of Sites in City-owned parks 
and on other City-owned properties will be determined on a case-by-case basis.
Siting Criteria for Side Walk Sites applies to the Parks, Plaza's and other City Property section.
Stations should be installed on paved terrain such as asphalt, concrete, or pavers. Stations installed on 
unpaved surfaces such as grass, compacted soil, or decomposed granite will be evaluated on a case-by
case basis.

1.

2.
3.

Private Property

1. Stations may be permitted on private property with the property owner's permission.
2. The bike share operator must work with each private property owner to develop a mutually agreeable 

license agreement for such locations.
3. Stations located on private property must provide 24 hour unrestricted public access to each station.
4. Appropriateness of sites on private property will be determined on a case-by-case basis.

Site Improvements

Depending on the station location and existing site conditions, station site improvements should be installed to improve 
the comfort and safety of a bike share station similar to the current Oakland on-street bike parking guidelines. Either 
option of A. Wheel Stop and Delineator Posts, or B. Wheel Stop and Box Striping should be used, (see Figure 5)

1. Retro-reflective flexible delineators (safe-hit posts) to improve visibility of the station to motorist and 
better characterize the space for bike share users.
a. Safe-hit posts are generally placed at 20-foot intervals along the length of the station, which 

corresponds well with stall markings. When placed on-street where there are stall markings, safe-hit 
posts are placed between the parking tee and the 8" white buffer stripe.

b. When stations are placed at the end of a block, an additional safe-hit post should be placed 3 feet 
away from the face of the curb to increase visibility of the exposed end of the station.

2. Wheel stops should be provided at ends of the station to provide clearances to adjacent parking stalls 
and to account for vehicle overhang during parking maneuvers.
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a. Wheel stops are generally placed 4'-0" away from the station and l'-O" off of the face of curb. A wheel 
stop need not be installed on the side of a station adjacent to a non-parked area. This could include 
stations placed at the end of a block, adjacent to a driveway or other non-parked area.

Figure 2. Station Placement near Crosswalk
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Figure 3, Station Placement atT-Intersection
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Figure 4. Station Placement near Bus Zone
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Figure 5. Bike Share Station Improvements
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Figure 6. Bike Share Station Elements
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Public Requests for Station Relocation:

A stakeholder may initiate a request to relocate a bike share station by submitting a formal request to the bike share 
coordinator, via the bikeshare(S>oaklandnet.com email box. OakDOT staff will evaluate the request and be solely 
responsible for evaluating whether the request meets the evaluation criteria below. Staff will strive to avoid disputes by 
conducting an inclusive and transparent process.

Evaluation Criteria:

According to the Alternative Modes policy, the City will resolve disputes in favor of the travel mode "that provides the 
greatest mobility for people rather than vehicles, giving due consideration to the environment, public safety economic 
development, health and social equity impacts" (73036 C.M.S.).

Eligible requestor- The requestor must be a resident (renter or homeowner) or business owner directly abutting the 
station being requested to move. For public facilities, such as schools, libraries, etc., the requestor must be the primary 
decision maker at the facility, such as the principal or director.

Eligible obiections-The following objections may be the basis for an appeal:

• A nearby location would better serve the same bike share users and business(es)
• The design doesn't meet the City's guidelines
• A different number of "docks" or bikes than proposed should be installed
• A request for a color curb (such as a yellow zone, green zone, blue zone or white zone) that creates an 

unavoidable conflict with the bike share station has been submitted and approved by OakDOT

The following objections will not be considered as they have been addressed during the design and planning process, are 
contrary to City policy (Alternative Modes Policy, Bike Sharing Policy) or they are subjective:

• The bike share station is ugly
• The bike share station is unnecessary
• The bike share station is dangerous
• The bike share station utilizes on-street parking

Evaluation period. If the station is determined to meet any of the above criteria, staff will notify the requestor and 
attempt to locate an alternative location for the station, within two blocks, that will maintain its utility and access to 
users of the bike share system. Stations in the bottom 10th percentile of usage (the sum of trips origins and destinations 
normalized by days in service) in Oakland may be moved to a location that is within the service area but not within two 
blocks of the original location. Stations will not be moved until an alternative location has been identified and a permit 
for the new location has been granted. If the station is determined not to meet the eligible criteria, staff will notify the 
requestor and attempt to address their concerns in another way.
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